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This article is based on a paper I gave to the Regional Furniture Society at their Day 
Conference on The Placement o f Furniture: the Use o f Inventories and Pictorial 
Evidence, held at Shrewsbury on 30 September 1995. The paper was titled ‘Seventeenth 
and Eighteenth Century Yeoman and Gentry Inventories and Furniture from West 
Yorkshire’. O f particular interest to the delegates were a number of provenanced three- 
stage cupboards, the upper stage open with a hood or canopy. This type is commonly 
found in Wales c. 1700, where they are called cwpwrdd tridarn, but these West 
Yorkshire cupboards are earlier, one example being dated 1628. Such North Country 
cupboards have received little attention in the past, though a canopied Westmorland 
cupboard, dated 1689, is illustrated in Chinnery1 (Figure 3:2.74) who also refers to one 
illustrated in Aronson2 (Figure 501) which is dated 1626.

This article features three standing cupboards, a built-in cupboard, and a portable 
pulpit which has sufficient distinctive features to place it within this group. The three 
cupboards are on public display in local West Yorkshire museums: Bolling Hall, 
Bradford; East Riddlesden Hall, Keighley; and Shibden Hall, Halifax. In each case they 
did not form part of the original furnishings of the halls but were acquisitions added to 
the collections earlier this century from local houses. These cupboards are larger and 
longer than those illustrated in Chinnery and Aronson. They have the distinctive wide, 
low proportions typical of many press cupboards usually ascribed to Yorkshire, such as 
one formerly in the Fardon Collection which is illustrated by Chinnery. This particular 
cupboard has several similarities to the example first discussed here, which is from East 
Riddlesden Hall (Figure 1). Both cupboards have carved stiles and cross-frames in the 
lower stage and carved lozenges on the panels and doors of the second stage with an 
overhanging richly carved frieze carried by turned column supports. The carcase is also 
constructed in a similar fashion when seen from the side. It would seem probable that 
both pieces originated from the same region and are likely to date from the second- 
quarter of the seventeenth century rather than fifty years later as suggested in Christie’s 
catalogue and by Chinnery. These cupboards form an important group pre-dating the 
earliest known cwpwrdd tridarn, which are thought to have first appeared in the 
Snowdonia area of North Wales shortly after 1660.4

‘ JAM ES M U R G A T R O ID ’ S OWN P A R L O U R ’

The cupboard now in East Riddlesden Hall, Keighley, came from Kildwick Hall near 
Skipton but is believed to have come originally from Ponden Hall, Stanbury near 
Howarth and by tradition to have been the very cupboard seen and described by Emily 
Bronte in the opening chapter of Wuthering Heights:
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i .  The Ponden Hall Cupboard 
now in East Riddlesden Hall

One end, indeed, reflected splendidly both light and heat, from ranks of immense pewter dishes, 
interspersed with silver jugs and tankards, towering row after row, in a vast oak dresser, to the very 
roof. The latter had never been undertaken, its entire anatomy laid bare to an inquiring eye, except 
where a frame of wood laden with oatcakes, and clusters of legs of beef, mutton, and ham, 
concealed it.5

This chapter is important in setting the scene for the book, providing a backcloth for 
the action of the players. As David Daiches states in his introduction to the 1965 
Penguin Edition: ‘Here is a world that the author has lived in and carefully observed. 
The fire, the hearth, the dishes, the porridge, are a guarantee of authenticity . . . the 
setting is solid Yorkshire’ . Of particular importance is the way which Bronte places the 
cupboard in an open hall with its exposed roof structure.

THE A ISLE D  H A LLS OF H A LIFA X

Around Halifax is an important group of late mediaeval yeoman aisled halls which 
have similar characteristics: a lofty open hall with a large inglenook fireplace at one end
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2. Detail of upper stage of cupboard illustrating the frieze decorated with lunettes, and the
panels with lozenges

3. Detail of cupboard door panel with unusual arrangement of top cross-member
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with a timber fire-hood and, at the opposite end a raised dais under a curving canopy. 
This may have proved the inspiration for the superimposed canopy or hood carried 
above the second stage of a joined press cupboard. Originally these aisled halls had 
unglazed windows with shutters when they were timber-framed buildings, before they 
were encased in stone usually during the seventeenth century. Just as the canopy added 
status to the people seated on the dais, it also protected them and their food from 
roosting birds who found it impossible to settle on the inner face of the canopy. 
Similarly, it would be logical to add a hood to the top of a long cupboard in order to 
protect the display of plate, pewter, silver and pottery from bird’s droppings, dust, rain 
and snow through leaking roofs.

It seems likely that there were many more such canopied cupboards, but as the open 
halls were rebuilt in stone and had chambers added there would no longer be room for 
the upper stage of the canopy, nor the practical need for it with glazed windows and 
beamed ceilings, and the canopies may have been removed. This would enable 
cupboards to be retained as prestige items of furniture and may account for the 
characteristic wide low proportions of Yorkshire press cupboards commented on by 
other authors. If we imagine adding a canopied upper stage to the top of the Fardon 
Cupboard (mentioned above), its rather squat proportions would be transformed by 
the added height. There is a seventeenth century cupboard in the Dining Room of 
Shibden Hall which was displayed for many years with a canopy, but when this was 
found to be unattached to the base a decision was made to remove it, and currently it is 
displayed without the canopy. This illustrates the way in which these taller canopies 
could be removed, leaving little trace of their earlier existence.

T H E  C U P B O A R D  F R O M  P O N D E N  H A L L ,  S T A N B U R Y

As figure 1 illustrates, the Ponden Hall cupboard has a canted canopy which would 
have helped to throw off anything discharged on to it. The back of the canopy is formed 
by horizontal planks. This provides a solid back for displaying upright plates. It is 
thought that Thomas Toft designed his large red clay-ware chargers to be displayed in 
this manner.6 The carcase is constructed from broad outer stiles, which form feet, into 
which are mortised top-and-bottom cross-rails. The sides are panelled but the back is 
boarded with vertical oak boards and the interior is boarded and nailed front-to-back 
(Figure 4). The cupboard is well proportioned, having in its lower stage five divisions 
with a pair of square doors separated and flanked by narrower panels. However, the 
lower section of the doors is divided into two panels with a horizontal frieze (Figure 3) 
creating seven similarly sized panels. This balances well with the recessed upper stage 
which also has seven divisions formed by three square cupboards separated and flanked 
by rectangular panels. The divisions are articulated by applied split balusters (Figure 2) 
of similar pattern to the supports of the canopy (Figure 5). The doors of the lower stage 
have deeply channelled stiles but are constructed in an unusual pattern (Figure 3) with 
the outer stile mortised into the top rail on the pivot hinge side but in a conventional 
manner on the other side. The doors above have applied mitred mouldings and are 
carved with a small square lozenge with delicate leaf-like fleur-de-lys terminations to 
the points.
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4. The carcase construction showing the 
boarded back

5. The foot of the outer stile showing the 
carved bracket 6

6. The carved bracket on the canopy. The 
turned finial is similar to a whipping-top
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The overhanging frieze is carved with lunettes separated by a leaf motif. This is 
similar to but not identical to the frieze on the lower doors which has the addition of 
five small circles set into the rainbow arch of the lunette, the leaf being thinner and the 
carving more delicate (Figures 2 and 3). This suggests a different hand and points to 
workshop construction rather than a single individual. The carving of the outer stiles 
and cross frame is bold and accomplished (Figures 3 and 4) with a sixteen-petalled 
flower motif set against a punched background with nail-head decoration. The width 
of the cupboard necessitates an extra foot in the middle (Figure i). This foot and the 
outer legs are framed by carved brackets (Figure 5). This differs in style to those on the 
canopy (Figure 6) which has the swirl reversed. Continuing the effect of the turned 
baluster of the canopy support are unusual turned finials much like whipping-tops in 
design. The canopy has a fluted frieze decorated with nulling which, with the three 
finials, lifts the eye but does not compete with the richer carving in the lower stages 
nearer to eye-level. The way the back of the canopy is set in from the side of the 
cupboard on which it stands (Figure 15) might suggest that it is a later addition. 
However, this provides greater strength and stability to the back and it seems probable 
that the canopy is contemporary with the cupboard. The cupboard does not bear a date 
but the refined cup-and-cover baluster design is usually a hallmark of James I of 
England’s period. The other cupboards all have drops instead of a uniting turned 
column suggesting that it is early seventeenth-century. The boldly carved frieze is also 
to be seen in carved new fronts in Kildwick Church variously dated in the 1630s. This 
cupboard is without doubt the finest example of its genre, the canopy permitting a 
magnificent display of large pewter chargers and other vessels. It is perhaps significant 
that the ceiling of the bousebody in Ponden Hall is uncommonly tall and would have 
comfortably housed this great Yorkshire tridarn.

TH E CU PBO A RD  FROM M A Y RO Y D , H EBD EN BR ID G E

Gracing the Hall of Bolling Hall Museum, Bradford, is the earliest dated (1628) 
example of a Yorkshire canopied cupboard known to the author (Figure 7). This was 
acquired in the 1930s, via the antique trade, from an important gentry’ house on the 
outskirts of Hebden Bridge known as Mayroyd Hall. This impressive large cupboard 
has six divisions to both upper and lower stages separated by four deep drawers. While 
the piece is perfectly proportioned in its lower stage, the craftsman ran into trouble 
balancing the combination of doors and fixed panels in the upper stage. The result is a 
delightful asymmetrical grouping which has two of the three doors side-by-side 
(Figure 8), forming a truly vernacular piece being similar to the arrangement of 
windows in contemporary’ yeoman houses of the Calder Valley. The architectural 
similarities do not stop there as the lower doors and the upper fixed panels have 
moulded arched heads which bear a striking similarity to the arched mullioned 
windows in several buildings in the region, including the house from which the 
cupboard came. The upper doors operate with pivot hinges and have applied mitred 
heavy edge-mouldings in three recessed diminishing stages. Similar, though smaller, 
panels flank the large pair of doors which, because of their size, have metal ‘butterfly’ 
hinges. The cupboard is sturdily constructed with broad outer stiles decorated with a
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7. The Mayroyd cupboard now in Bolling Hall Museum, Bradford

8. The asymmetrical arrangement of the doors in the upper stage over a perfectly
symmetrical lower stage
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9. Detail of one of the drawers. The runners are placed at the bottom

double-band of channelled reeding. The carving of the framework is confined to the 
eye-level top frieze of the upper stage and the bottom rail of the lower stage. The latter 
is carved with an unusual arcaded pattern of linked arches springing from a columnar 
base, while the former has a more flowing design based on interlinked S-curves with, at 
its centre, the date 1628 in relief. By contrast with the sophisticated mouldings of the 
doors, the four drawers are crudely constructed with a single flat panelled front 
decorated with nulling. The drawers are oak-lined with an unusual broad bottom 
runner (Figure 9). The flat roof of the canopy is supported by elaborately turned 
columns (Figure 16) with baluster, reel and inverted cup. It is in one piece with the drop 
finial uniting the canopy to the upper stage of the cupboard frieze. A simple moulded 
cornice has been added to the front at the top of the canopy hiding the plank 
construction. The rear stile of the canopy is separate from the cupboard: it may have 
been cut-through and the front de-pegged to enable it to be moved. It is an important 
cupboard and unusual in having deep drawers. The provenance to Mayroyd is perhaps 
relevant as the seventeenth-century owner was the local lawyer and solicitor who 
undertook most of the local wills and property deeds. It seems possible then that the 
drawers were for documents, paper and parchment. Their uneven worn state suggests 
much use in the past.

T H E  C U P B O A R D  F R O M  C O L E Y  H A L L ,  H I P P E R H O L M E

The present Kitchen of Shibden Hall Museum, near Halifax, plays host to another fine 
canopied cupboard (Figure 10); this originated from Coley Hall near Hipperholme.
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io. The Coley Hall Cupboard now in Shibden Hall Museum, Halifax
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1 1 .  Detail of one of the lower doors with 
decorative face-hinges and applied circular 

turning

12. The inner face of the doors in the upper 
stage of the cupboard are cross-boarded and 

have pivot hinges

This has the tallest canopy of the three cupboards and, while the base of the press 
cupboards are all similarly constructed, this canopy is different from the other two. 
The back is continuous with the base and is panelled instead of boarded. The front of 
the hood is also divided into three panels carved with nulling. It also has a richly 
moulded cornice not only on the front, but also carried around the sides. It is supported 
on slender turned balusters (Figure 13) with turned drops on the overhang of the frieze 
of the upper stage of the cupboard. The recessed compartment has five divisions formed 
by two square doors, with pivot hinges, and three rectangular panels, all framed with 
mitred heavy edge-mouldings. The back of the doors are cross-boarded and nailed to 
the front (Figure 12), being similar in construction to external doors on local 
seventeenth-century houses. This upper stage lacks decorative carving. The doors have 
applied moulded circles. This feature also appears on the paired doors of the lower 
stage of the cupboard, which is divided into four divisions with the outer rectangular 
panels sub-divided into two square panels. These lower doors have decorative wrought- 
iron hinges carried across the front of the stiles. The bottom rail is carved, as the 
canopy frieze, with nulling. This is a well proportioned piece with three-over-five, and 
five-over-four divisions to the various stages. The applied circles relieve the otherwise 
plain facade of the cupboard. The tall canopy with its deep apron provides the perfect 
backcloth for the display of large chargers and tall jugs. It would have served well in

7
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the kitchen, rather than the best parlour or hall of a large and important gentry-house 
such as Coley Hall.

TH E B U ILT-IN  CU PBO A RD  AT BEA N H O LE H EA D , ST A N SF IE LD

Beanhole Head is situated on a south-facing slope high above the River Caldcr on the 
Cross Stone hillside a mile distant from Todmorden. It is dated on the outside both 
1638 and 1700, but inside on some decorative plastenvork, in the housebody, it is dated 
1634. Unusually, the house contains an original seventeenth-century cellar with a 
suspended timber floor carried over it. Usually the yeoman houses in this region had 
stone-flagged floors; a timber floor with oak floor-boards would have been a superior 
feature. This helps to explain why the cellar is underneath the Best Parlour of the house 
and the cellar steps hidden behind an unusual if not unique cupboard (Figures 18 
and 19). This has a framework only on three sides being built against the division wall 
with the housebody which has the decorative plasterwork date 1634 on the other side 
of the wall. The front of the cupboard is formed by four rows of small square panels 
five panels wide. The slender stiles have channelled moulding identical with those on 
the ceiling floor joists. In the top right-hand corner is a single square door with cross
stiles, giving access to a deep cupboard carried over the bulkhead of the steps, being of 
sufficient height to allow passage underneath it when descending the steps to the cellar. 
Above this is a shelf upon which stands a canted canopy slightly set back from the 
front. This is supported on bobbin-turned columns of ball and fillet pattern (Figure 17). 
The back has five panels, the canted top being boarded and the sides being enclosed by 
panelling. This forms a relatively dust-free area for display: many seventeenth-century 
probate inventories while mentioning cupboards ‘with pewter on it’ (usually by weight) 
also mention cupboards with quishings. If these cushions were covered with embroidery 
it is likely that they would have been displayed vertically in such a position as under the 
canopy of this cwpwrdd deuddarn. To the left of the cupboard is a doorway into the 
room which has similar panelling carried above it. The left-hand return of the cupboard 
has a Tudor-arched doorway set into its side, giving access to the cellar steps (Figure 19). 
The parlour is quite a small room and is heated by a stone-arched fireplace with an 
extruded chimney stack. It seems probable that the whole room may have been clad in 
oak panelling of similar style to the cupboard. This is an important piece of fixed 
woodwork which demonstrates the use of canted canopies in the Calder Valley.

O LIV ER  H EYW OOD ’ S P U L P IT , NORTHOW RAM

During the Commonwealth period of the seventeenth century Oliver Heywood was the 
Puritan minister of Coley church (within sight of Coley Hall). After the Restoration 
and the passing of the Act of Uniformity in 1660 he was expelled from his living, and in 
1665, with the passing of the Five Mile Act, which forbade ejected ministers to live 
within five miles of their old church, he was forced to leave his home in Northowram 
and moved to Lancashire where he continued to preach. He kept a diary which recorded 
his preaching tours; in some years, he rode as many as 1,400 miles. In 1672. he returned 
to Northowram where he preached in his own home and had a portable pulpit made. It



n .  Coley Hall cupboard 14. Oliver Hey wood’s pulpit

15. Ponden Hall cupboard 16. Mayroyd cupboard

Details of the turning of the supports to the canopy and the drop-finials
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17. Canted canopy and turning support on the 
Beanhole head cupboard

18. The Beanhole head cupboard which is 
built-in over the cellar-head

19. Side view of the cupboard showing the 
door to the cellar. Notice the arched fireplace in 
the parlour of the farmhouse
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21. Detail of the construction of the side 
showing re-used sixteenth-century panelling 
and the wrought-iron butterfly hinges to the 

doors

was used for sixteen years until he erected the first Heywood Church in 1688. An 
engraving shows the pulpit in his house (Figure 22) where its steps were utilised for the 
stairway to the upper rooms. In 1908 it was moved to the Heywood Chapel in 
Northowram where it still stands. It is a fascinating piece and in appearance, when 
viewed from the front, much like a canopied cupboard (Figure 20). It has three doors: 
two at each level in the left-hand side, and one at the front in the lower stage. The doors 
retain their original wrought-iron ‘butterfly’ hinges (Figure 21) and several of the panels 
are made from re-used sixteenth century panelling of board-and-muntin type which 
curiously has the same channel moulding as the 1672 stiles (Figure 21), perhaps 
perpetuating an earlier tradition. The upper stage is recessed under a frieze with drop 
finials of almost identical form to the cupboard from Coley Hall (compare Figures 13 
and 14). The similarities also extend to identical channelled mouldings on the stiles and 
similarly proportioned turned balusters to the extra tall canopy. It is possible that a 
local Northowram carpenter made both pieces. This also suggests that the Coley Hall 
cupboard was probably made during the third quarter of the seventeenth century. 
While being narrow at the front, it is very deep in order to accommodate the steps to 
the public platform. These are framed by angled rails which are mortised into the

20. Oliver Heywood’s pulpit now in the 
Heywood Chapel, Northowram
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22. Engraving of Oliver Heywood’s pulpit as it stood in his cottage prior to removal in 1908

substantial rear rails of the reading desk. This has a canted top to accommodate an 
open Bible. Today the three cupboards provide useful storage for hymn books and 
prayer books. However, originally it is more likely to have contained dozens of pewter 
plates and provisions for the large numbers of worshippers who remained to join in the 
midday meal.

The cupboards illustrated here form an important group of three-staged cupboards, the 
upper stage open for the display of plate and embroidered cushions with a canopy 
carried above the top of the cupboard base. The lower stage usually contains two 
cupboards. The Mayroyd and Coley Hall cupboards have the doors paired together. 
The upper stages of these two cupboards have square doors with pivot hinges and 
mitred heavy edge-mouldings. They both utilise applied curved mouldings: one forming 
arch-headed panels, similar to contemporary stone mullioned windows in a house, the 
other with the mouldings forming a circle which is applied to the face of the doors. The 
tops of the canopies are boarded often with the edge of the planks projecting. The 
presumed earliest cupboard in this study, dated 1628, has a simple applied cornice to 
the front only; at the side the end of the boards are visible. Only one cupboard has a 
cornice carried around the top. All except one have pendant finials on the underside of 
the cupboard frieze. The exception, the Ponden Hall cupboard, has turned balusters 
uniting each stage. This cupboard also differs in that it is the only one to utilise split 
balusters, carved brackets (like the ear-pieces on wainscot chairs), and to embellish the 
top of the canopy with turned finials. This later cupboard has the added distinction of 
being the inspiration for Emily Bronte in her description of the interior of Wuthering 
Heights. In the same paragraph she goes on to say:



The floor was of smooth, white stone: the chairs, high backed, primitive structures, painted green: 
one or two heavy black ones lurking in the shade.

The distinctive seventeenth-century wainscot chairs of the Calder Valley, the ‘heavy 
black ones’ described above, must remain the subject of a future article.
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